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Dear Amy and Tristan 

Thank you for your further letter. I am sorry that you do not wish to meet again, as 
the issues that you have raised are quite complex and more appropriate I think, for a 
face to face discussion than a written response. However I will seek to address your 
concerns in this reply. 

Your case has now been reviewed by four Crown Prosecutors, the first in mid 2010 
before the re-investigation by the police, twice in 2011, by Barry Kaye and Andrew 
Hadik, and then more recently by me. I have also discussed your case with my line 
manager Sarah Maclaren. All of the lawyers have concluded that there is no realistic 
prospect of conviction, and this has previously been explained to you by letter and in 
two meetings. 

At the conclusion of the last meeting, over a year ago, you said that you fully 
understood the reasons for our decision and why it had been concluded that there 
was no realistic prospect of conviction. However you have since undertaken research 
on the law and you have set out your concerns in your letter. With the greatest of 
respect I think you have may have misunderstood some aspects of the law, and I will 
seek to address these here. 

I should say at this point that, in accordance with current practice, I will refer to the 
man you accuse as 'the suspect' rather than using his name, aithough it is of course 
known to you. 

You are concerned that we decided not to prosecute on the grounds that we could not 
prove that the suspect did not reasonably believe you consented. You say in your 
letter that it is for a jury to decide this, the implication being that it is not a matter that 
the CPS needs to be satisfied about. I need to explain that we.talk about an issue 
being 'a matter for the jury', that is to distinguish it from a matter that can be 
determined by a judge. A judge can withdraw a matter from the jury at trial on legal 
grounds. Issues of fact (rather than law) are properly left to juries rather than being 
ruled on by judges. There are a number of cases involving serious sexual assault 
when the Court of Appeal has said that trial judges were·wrong in withdrawing issues 
of consent and capacity from juries. I think this is the situation that you are probably 
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